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Why is clear communication important in interviews?
It is important as being able to clearly answer questions during an interview is extremely
important.
as it shows an interviewer confidence and that you know what you are talking about
So that you are able to get your point across
It is important because you need to be able to communicate your answers clearly and do the
best you can in the interview.
to make sure you are getting your point across
to ensure you can get the correct point across efficiently without misunderstanding
So that you van get your answer and point across in a clear fashion.
as it helps the interviewer understand you more clearly
to ensure that they understand your answer and don't mistake what you say
Clear communication is important so that the interviewer knows what your trying to say and
shows them that you can communicate well
To make sure you get your point across to the person
To be able to get across your point, to represent yourself well.
so you communicate your point clearly .
to show that you understand
How do you prepare what you want to say and how you are going to say it?
I use STAR to prepare how I will answer a question.
star
practise the star technique
Practice asking people questions and practice answering questions
rehears in your heard and be prepared to talk clearly
write answers down and keep reading over and then speak them aloud until you can remember
Think about relevant answers to questions which may come up in an interview.
STAR
have a basic understanding of how to answer a question and then use that structure to answer
any question
You can prepare what your going to say by practicing the star the system when you ask your
self a situation task you had to do, what actions you did when the task happened and what was
the result of your actions
Think of situations they might ask about like when you worked in a team
Think of a relevant situation to the job interview and practice your answer.
star
"learn answer to possible questions that might be asked
getting friends and family to test me "

How will you develop your skills?
practice
practise all the possible questions that could be asked
practice
by practise
practising and thinking more
Using STAR to answer interview type questions.
Practicing them
by attending the classes and learning the basic that can be used in everyday life until it
becomes natural
By practicing using the star system to be prepared when interviewers ask those type of
situations
Practice
Practice
keep doing it as you friends and family for help
Practise
How can we make this session better?
More time to practise using STAR.
By having more time to practice
loved it
it was very good
Maybe make it a bit more hands on.
more time to go through it all
give advice to everyone after they have taken the mock interview
I thought the session was good and I don't think I'd change anything
Give more time to prepare
Give more time to get a full answer from students.
do specific subject help in interviews
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